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By application originally filed in February 1977 and
amended thereafter, the registered investment companies
which comprise the Vanguard Group of Investment Companies
(referred to hereafter as "the Vanguard Funds" or simply "the
Funds") J and The Vanguard Group, Inc. ("Vanguard"), their
jointly owned subsidiary which provides management and adminis-
trative services to them at cost, seek Commission authorization,
under the Investment Company Act of 1940 ("the Act"), of
proposed internalized distribution arrangements.

Pursuant to a request filed by Joseph Silberman, a
shareholder of Wellington Fund (one of the Vanguard Funds), the
Commission ordered a hearing to be held on the application. At
the same time, it issued an "order of temporary exemption"
which, on an interim basis pending final determination, granted
the approval and exemptions sought by applicants, subject to

1/
certain conditions.- Thereafter, I accorded leave to be heard
to the "independent directors" of the Vanguard Funds and to
Wellington Management Company ("WMC"), investment adviser of
most of those Funds, as well as to Silberman. Within the scope
of their respective interests, these "participants" took part
in the very-extensive hearings. Thereafter, the parties
(applicants and the Commission'S Division of Investment Management)

1/ InvestnentConpanyAct ReleaseNo. 9927 (September13, 1977),13 SEC
Docket 92.
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and participants submitted proposed findings' and/or br-Le'f's,

I. Description of Applicants and Background
of Application

Introduction
Prior to May 1975, the Vanguard Funds, "like most mutual

funds, were externally managed. WMC was investment adviser and
manager for each of the Funds then in existence. It was also
principal underwriter for those of the Funds which continuously
offered their shares to the public. On May 1, 1975, the Funds
"internalized" their corporate management and administrative
(but not investment management) functions through Vanguard. A~d ~:
in October 1977, following the Commission's interim authorizatl0n,~,
the distribution functi9n was also internalized.

The Vanguard Complex
The senior member of the Vanguard complex (known as The

Wellington Group until Vanguard became operative in May 1975).
is Wellington Fund, formed in 1928 by WMC's predecessor.
Wellington, a balanced fund (i.e., one whose portfolio includes
common and preferred stocks and bonds), grew into one of the
giants of the industry. By 1965, its net assets exceeded $2 billion.
From that high water mark, net assets declined more or less
steadily; by the end of 1977 they amounted to only ..abou.t-$700m1ll1on.
In 1958, WMC organized a second fund, Windsor Fund (originally ~,~.J 
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Wellington Equity Fund), a common stock fund stressing capital
appreciation. From time to time, additional funds, with a
variety of investment objectives, were added to the group, until
the number totalled 15 as of the end of 1977, with aggregate
net assets of about $1.8 billion.

In addition to the above-named companies, the complex
comprised Ivest Fund, Explorer Fund, Trustees' Equity Fund,
WelleSley Income Fund, W.L. Morgan Growth Fund, Westminster
Bond Fund, Whitehall Money Market Trust, Qualified Dividend
Portfolio ("QDP"), QDP II, First Index Investment Trust, Warwick
Municipal Bond Fund, Exeter Fund and Gemini Fund. Pursuant

2/
to Commission authorization,- Exeter was merged into ~irst
Index in April 1978, leaving a total of 14 funds at the present
time. Except for Gemini, a closed-end company, these are open-
end funds which continuously offer their shares to the public.
Until February 9, 1977, shares of nine of the Funds were sold
with a sales load. On that date, those Funds switched to a no-
load basis.

WMC is the investment adviser of each of the Funds
except for First Index, which has no investment adviser,
an9 Warwick Municipal Bond Fund, the newest of the Vanguard

2/ InvestrrentCorrpany Act ReleaseNo. 10210 (April18, 1978), 14 SEC Docket
855.

... 
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Funds~ for which Citibank~ N.A. serves as adviser. Prior
to October 1977~ WMC was also the principal underwriter for
each of the continuously offered Funds. And prior to the
May 1975 internalization, WMC provided most corporat~ manage-
ment and administrative services to the Funds.

At the time the instant application was filed in
February 1977, the Vanguard Funds, with minor exceptions~ had

3/
the identical 11 directors.- Of these, 9 were not "interested
person(s)" of the Funds~ as that term is defined in Section
2(a)(19) of the Act. In other words, they had no affiliation
with WMC, the investment ·adviser and principal underwriter, were i~'

not officers of the Funds, and had none of the other relation- ~c

ships to the Funds encol;npassed within the "interested person"
definition. It is these directors, and additional or replace-
ment directors in the same category, who are referred to
herein as the "independent directors." The other two directors
were Robert W. Doran, president and chief executive officer of WMC,
and Jom C. Bogle, c'ha.irrIBnof the board, president and chief executive officer
of each of· the Funds and of Vanguard. Of the 11 directors~
all but Doran comprised the board of Vanguard. Doran had'served
on Vanguard's board from its organization' in September 1974
3/ Daniel S. Gregory was not a director of Explorer Ftmd (because of possible
- cmflict of its business with that of tre canpany of which he is chief

executive) or a truStee (equivalent of director) of First Irnex (because
he was "lIDcomfortable"with that Fund's lIDderIymi concept). Robert W. Df'~\ 
Doran, president of ~~ was not a trustee of First Index, which~as ~~>i
noted, has no investnEnt adviser. 12 was also not a director of the recent .. JI
organized warwick MLmicipal Bond Fund which uses a different invest.rrent
adviser.' Gregory and Doran dete:rnr1nednot to stand for re-election in
1978.
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until April 1976.
Subsequent to February 1977, another independent

director was "added to the boards; two independent directors
died; and Doran and one independent director decided not to stand

4/
for re-election in 1978.- As a result, the Fund and Vanguard
boards now consist of Bogle and seven independent directors.

All of the Vanguard Funds have the same officers,
headed by Bogle; the same persons constitute most of Vanguard's
prin~ipal officers. Since May 1, 1975, none of them has had
any affiliation with WMC.

The 1975 Internalization
The 1975 internalization was the outgrowth of certain

events that transpired around the beginning of 1974. At that
time, as previously noted, the Vanguard Funds were managed by
WMC~ Their officers were officers or employees of WMC. Bogle, the
Funds' president and chief executive officer, also occupiedthose
positions witb WfVJCe, The Funds did have approximately 40
employees who were not also WMC's employees and who were engaged
principally in fund accounting. But those persons were under
the supervision and control of the executives, who were affi-
liated with WMC.

4/ By my order of September7, 1978,certainpost-hearingoccurrencesand
- data were incorporatedin the record of this proceeding. These matters

were first reported :to a letter from Bogle to the Divisionand were sub-
sequentlyrecited in applicants'reply brief.
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Long-standing disagreements among~'$top management

officials came to a head on January 23, 1914, when Bogle was
removed as president and chief executive officer of WMC and
was succeeded by Doran. Shortly before that date, B~gle had
submitted to the Funds' independent directors a proposal that
the Funds acquire WMC,which he characterized as a proposal
for "mutualization." The proposal, which was· similar to one
Bogle had first advanced some years earlier, contemplated that
liMC would become a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Funds and
would serve as investment adviser and distributor for them.

On January 24, 1914, the Funds' boards determined that
Bogle should continue as board chairman and president of the
Funds and directed him to conduct a study (which came to be
known as the Future" Structure Study) "of the· means by which
the Fund(s) might best obtain advisory, management and under-
writing services in the future." WMC agreed that during the
pendency of the Study it would continue to pay Bogle's salary,
and it agreed to cooperate in the Study. The independent
directors retained Richard B. Smith, a former SEC commissioner,
to serve as their special counsel during the conduct of the
Study. Following an exhaustive study of a variety of options
-- among them internalization of distribution together with
internalization of administration, or both administration and
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investment management -- the Fund boards concluded in July
1974 to internalize the Funds' "corporate administrative affairs"
and to continue to contract with WMC for investment advisory
and distribution services. The new advisorycontractswere to provide
for advisory fee reouctions in excess of the expenses to be
assumed. As part of their determinations, the boards adopted
the principle that upon implementation of the restructuring,
no Fund officers would be employed by, affiliated with or have
an economic interest in any external adviser or distributor.

To implement the internalization decision,the Funds
filed an application .with the Commission in October 1974 for
necessary exemptions from and approval under the provisions of

5/
the Act. Following issuance of an order granting the application,
the Funds' shareholders approved the entry of each of the Funds
into a Funds Service Agreement ("the Agreement") and into a
new investment advisory agreement with WMC containing signifi-
cantly reduced fee schedules. On May 1, 1975, the Funds
internalized their corporate management and administrative functions
through Vanguard, a service company wholly owned by the Funds
in proportion to their relative net assets. Under the terms of
the Agreement, the Funds' aggregate cash investment in Vanguard

21 InvestmentCompany Act ReleaseNo. 8676, 6 SEC Docket 352 (February18,
1975).
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is limited to $500,000 and the cash investment of each Fund
to 0.05% of its net assets. The amounts'invested are adjusted
periodically on the basis of changes in relative'net assets.

Developments After May 1, 1975
Further significant developments occurred in the period

between May 1, 1975 and February 1977, when the Funds decided
to internalize distribution. Among other things, three new
investment companies were organized by WMC and joined the Fund
Group. Unlike the existing open-end companies, the shares of
these companies were offered to the public without a sales
charge. First Index, another new company, was sponsored by
Vanguard itself. In June 1976, Vanguard became the transfer
agent for the Vanguard Funds (except Gemini). And at the 1976
meetings of the Funds' shareholders, pursuant to a determination
which the boards had made at the conclusion of the Future
Structure Study, one of two directors affiliated with WMC did
not stand for re-election.

Internalization of Distribution - Background
Prior to February 1977; WMC distributed the shares of

those Funds that were sold with a sales charge principally
through retail broker-dealers. These retailers received the
bulk of the sales charge; and WMC received the balance •. Until
the early 1970's, WMC's portion was sufficient to cover its ,~.

~' ..
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distribution expenditures, but in the subsequent years that
was no longer the case.

Among areas which were to be further explored following
conclusion of the Future Structure Study and the restructuring
decisions made by the Funds' boardsat that time were "a clear
definition of sales related activities for the separate pricing
of such services under the distribution contract" and "analysis
of the future mode of Fund share distribution and level of sales
charges." The "separate pricing" there referred to meant the
"unbundling" or division of the traditional investment advisory
fee into one asset charge for investment advisory services and
a separate asset charge for distribution services. In
a July 1976 memorandum, Bogle strongly recommended
the concept to his fellow-directors, stating that it appeared
to afford a wide range of advantages, among them improved evaluation
of advisory and distribution fees and ~osts, enhanced ability
to negotiate the terms and provisions for obtaining each service,
and improved disclosure to Fund shareholders.

The directors subsequently received and discussed further
memoranda on the subject, both from Bogle and fromWMC; which argued
strongly against separate pricing. During the October 1976

6/
board meeting, the evaluation of separate pricing was expanded

6/ T.he s:t.ngularrorm is used becausethe Funds' board neetdngewere (andare)
generallyconductedas a singlemeeting.
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to the broader question of the manner in which the Funds' shares
could best be distributed. Over the course of the next few
months, much additional material was submitted to the directors
by Bogle and his Vanguard staff and by WMC, and the ~ssues were
discussed at length by the boards. On F~brua~y 8, 1977, the
boards, with four directors (dncLudf.ngDcr-en , WMC's representative)
opposed, approved by a combined vote resolutions that shares of
all the continuously offered Funds immediately be offered
on a no-load basis, and that, subject to SEC and shareholder
approval, all distribution and marketing activities of the Funds
be internalized through V~nguard or a wholly-owned subsidiary.
The boards also approved proposed new advisory fee schedules
providing for reduced fees. The no-load decision was implemented
the following day; pending implementation of.the internalization
decision, WMC continued as principal underwriter of the continuously
offered Funds.

II. The Application
The Proposed Internalized Distribution Arrangements

The internalization of distribution and related steps
were to be effectuated as tollows:. Subject to shareholder
approval and to obtaining necessary Commission authorIzatIon,
(1) the Funds Service Agreement was to be amended to provide·
for the Funds' sharing of distribution expenses by allocatIng
those expenses, with cert.ain exceptions noted below, among the
Funds based on their relative net assets; (2) Vanguard was to
organize a subsidiary, Vanguard Marketing Corporation (~rketing~}J
which would become principal underwriter for the continuously
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offered Funds; and (3) the Funds were to enter into new investment
advisory agreements with WMC providing for aggregate fee
reductions in the amount of $2,131,000 (based on January 1,
1977 assets). Based on Marketing's initial proposed annual dis-
tribution budget of $1,300,000, the Funds' initial annual net
expense reduction was thus estimated as approximately $800,000.
The distribution budget consisted of administrative expenses
related to distribution of about $315,000, and expenditures of
approximately $985,000 of a marketing and promotional nature.
The latter figure represented roughly 5/l00th of 1% of the Funds'
aggregate net assets~ Applicants represented that it was their
present expectation that in the futureannualmarketingand prorrotional
expenditures would not exceed twice that percentag~ or 1/10th of
1% of aggregate net assets. They consented to the Commission's
imposition of a condition setting a ceiling of 2/10th of 1%
(Amendment 4 to Application).

As amended, the Service Agreement was to provide expressly
that the distribution expenses to be borne by the Funds may
include the expenses incurred from time to time in forming one
or more new investment companies which are to become members
of the Vanguard Group, as well as the expenses of offering shares
of those companies to the public. The application seeks
Commission authorization for the creation of new companies and
their admission to the Vanguard Group without the need
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for further exemptive orders or for approval by shareholders
of the existing Funds. No new Fund will be o~,: mweverJ witlx>ut
the approval of two-thirds of Vanguard's independent directors,
and not more than $50,000 will be spent OIl the organization of
any new Fund.

Special provision was made for, First Index, Exeter and
Gemini. First Index,which is an index-matching fund without
an investment adviser, was organized by Vanguard in December
1975. It made an underwritten public offering in August 1976
and itself bore organizational and offering expenses of about
$79,000. These expenses were capitalized and are ,being
amortized over a period not to exceed five years. The Funds'
boards determined that until such expenses have been fully
amortized, First Index will not bear any expenses related to
distribution of the Funds' shares. However, it will begin to
bear such expenses not later than the earlier of August 1981
(the end of the current five-year amor-tLz'at.Lon per-Lod) or the
date on which amortization is actually completed if an accelerated
schedule is adopted. Further, First Index is to share in dis-
tribution expenses to the extent the amoU:ntbeing amor-tt.zed is
less than the Fund would be required to contribu~e under the
net asset-based formula applicable to other Funds.

Gemini, a closed-end company, was to share only in dis-
tribution expenses of an administrative nature and not those of k~

~
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II

a marketing and promotional nature.

The Relief Requested
The primary relief applicants seek is an order pursuant

to Section l7(d) of the Act and Rule l7d-l thereunder, per-
mitting the proposed joint internalized distribution arrangements.
As discussed more fully below, those provisions require that
transactions involving "joint participation" between an investment
company and its affiliated persons (in this case the other
investment companies in the complex as well as Vanguard and
Marketing) be first scrutinized by the Commission "for the purpose
of limiting or preventing participation by such registered.
company on a basis different from or less advantageous than

81
such other participant."

Applicants also request an order pursuant to Section 6(c),
the Act's general exemptive provision, (1) exempting the inde-
pendent directors from Section 2(a)(19)'s definition of
"interested person" to the extent that status arises solely be-
cause of their relationship to Marketing; and (2) exempting the
proposed distribution arrangements, to the extent necessary,
from the provisions of Sections2(a)(35) and 22(c) of the Act

71 The sane provision was made for Exeter, an "exchange fund" which did not
offer shares to the general public. As noted above, Exeter has since
gone out of existence.

8/ The quotation is from the statute.
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and Rules 2a-4 and 22c-l thereunder, which deal with the price
at which shares of open-end companies may be sold to or
redeemed from investors.

Finally, applicants seek an order, pursuant to Section
l7(b) of the Act, exempting from Section l7(a) the issuance
by Vanguard and the purchase by the Funds (including any newly
organized Funds) of securities of Vanguard and periodic trans-
fers of Vanguard securities among the Funds in order to maintain
ownership of Vanguard proportional to their assets.

Applicants consent to the imposition of certain conditions.
One; already noted, would impose a ceiling of 2/10ths of 1%
of average month-end net assets on the Funds' distribution
expenses of a marketing and promotional nature, provided that
if the Commission adopted a rule permitting· greater expendi-

. :,

tures the Funds could conform their expenditures to its provisions.
A second condition provides for the filing of annual reports
regarding past and projected marketing and promotional expenditures.
That condition would terminate in the event the Commission
adopted a rule or interpretive release of general applicability
which by its terms would permit the Funds' proposed financing
of distribution activities without a reporting requirement.
Finally, orders permitting the proposed distribution arrangements
would be subject to preemption by and conformance with any
Commission decision on the general subject of mutual fund
distribution.
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The Interim Order
Coincident with ordering a hearing on the application,

the Commission deemed it appropriate, "in view of the cost
savings that Applicants have represented will inure to the benefit
of the Vanguard Funds during the first year of operation of
the Vanguard distribution proposal," to grant applicants an
"interim and temporary" order of exemption, pending final
determination of the application and any review thereof, on the

9/
basis of the information in the application.- The order was
made subject to the condition that annual marketing and pro-
motional expenses not exceed l/lOth of 1% of the Funds' average
month-end assets over a calendar year and to the "preemption"
and reporting conditions referred to above. The Commission
imposed the further condition that upon implementation of interna-
lized distribution, none of the Vanguard Funds refer to itself
as "no-load" until such time as the Commission, by action of
general applicability to registered investment companies, defined
on what basis mutual funds bearing distribution expenses out of
fund assets may refer to themselves as "no-load." In this con-
nection, one of the issues specified for consideration at the
hearing was whether it is appropriate for the Funds to characterize
themselves .as "no-load" and whether any final order granting
the requested exemptions should include conditions prohibiting

9/ InvestmentCompany Act Release No. 9927 (September13, 1977), 13 SEC
- Docket 92.
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such characterization or subjecting the Funds to other disclosure
requirements if such a phrase is used.

Implementation of Internalized Distribution
On October 1, 1977, following shareholder approval of

the internalization of distribution and (in the case of the
Funds advised by WMC) of new investment advisory agreements with
WMC providing for r.educed advisory fees, the continuously offered
Funds entered into principal underwriting agreements with
Marketing; the Funds othertian First Index and Warwick entered
into new advisory contracts with WMCi and all Funds entered
into the amended Service Agreement providing for the sharing
of distribution expenses. Marketing, whose board consists of
the same persons as· Vanguard's board (the Funds' president and
the independent directors), commenced operations with an initial
annual budget of about $1.3 million.

III. Issues Presented; Contentions; Findings and
Discussion

The Issues
The issues specified in the order for hearing are .

as follows:
(1) whether the proposed internalization of the distri-

but ion function of the Vanguard Funds is necessary or appropriate
in the public interest and consistent with the protection of
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investors and the purposes fairly intended by the policy and
provisions of the Act;

(2) whether the participation of each of the Vanguard
Funds in the proposed internalization of the distribution of
their shares through the use of Marketing is consistent with the
provisions, policies and purposes of the Act and whether such
participation is on a basis different from or less advantageous
than that of other participants.

(3) whether it is appropriate for expenses that may be
incurred by Marketingin forming one or more new investment
companies to be paid .out of assets of any or all of the Vanguard
Funds;

(4) whether it is appropriate for expenses incurred in
distributing the shares of one fund in the Vanguard complex
to be paid out of assets of any or all of the funds in the
Vanguard complex;

(5) whether it is appropriate for the Vanguard Funds to
internalize their distribution services without internalizing
their investment advisory services;

(6) whether it is appropriate for the Vanguard Funds to
characterize themselves as "no-load", and whether any final
order of the Commission granting the requested exemptions should
include conditions prohibiting such characterization or sub-
jecting the Vanguard Funds to other disclosure requirements if
such a phrase is used.
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10/
Outline of Parties' and Participants' Contentions-

Applicants~ supported by the independent directors~ urge

that the requested relief be granted~ subject only to the
-conditions proposed in the application. In their view~ the

internalized distribution arrangements are the latest step in

a "highly successful program" initiated by the independent

directors ~n 1974 with a view to providing the Funds and their

shareholders with complete independence from all persons

serving them~ actual co~t savings and the best structural position

to obtain for each Fund in the future the best available

services at the lowest reasonable cost. Those arrangements~
'Co. '\

{\
{..

they contend~ are fair to each of the Funds and in all respects

meet the applicable standards. The independent directors~ in

addition to endorsing those views~ urge that, consistent with

judicial and Commission pronouncements calling for the

assumption of increased responsibility by truly independent

fund directors~ great weight be given their informed and rea-

sonable business judgment.

Silberman urges denial of the application. He stresses,

among other things~ conflicts assertedly arising from the facts

that the Funds, Vanguard and Marketing have virtually identical

~

~
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officers and directors and that Wellington Fund has no independent
representation, and he argues that Wellington would participate
in the distribution arrangements on a less advantageous basis

11/
than the other Funds.-- He further takes the position that if
any form of internalized joint distribution system is to be per-
mitted, certain minimum conditions and safeguards should be
imposed -- among them a requirement that at least 75% of each
participating Fund's board of directors consist of persons not
affiliated with the investment adviser, principal underwriter
or the other participating Funds.

The Division takes the position that, while the direct
bearing of distribution costs by the Vanguard Fun~is not
inconsistent with the Act's provisions and policies, the parti-
cipation of some Funds in the distribution arrangements, particu-
larly Wellington Fund, can reasonably be expected to be on a significantly less
advantageous basis than that of others. Accordingly, it does not support the
application in its present form. It would, however, support the application if
conditioned to m:::>difythe allocation method so as to provide for what it
deems to be a more appropriate relationship between amounts
contributed for distribution and benefits reasonably expectable,
and if certain additional conditions were imposed. Applicants,

11/ I cannot accept Silbennan's position that he repre.sents not only IUs own
- interests as a shareholder of Wellington Fund, but the Fund and all of

its shareholders. That position is predicated on the fact that Wellington
"would otherwise have no independent representation," since its officers,
directors and counsel also represent Vanguard and the other Funds and are
therefore assertedly in a conflict of interest position. However, the
:Fundand its other shareholders have not designated Silbennan as their
representative.
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in turn, urge that the proposed conditions not be imposed. And
the independent directors assert that the Division's proposed
allocation formula is unworkable. They suggest possible
alternatives.

Finally, WMC, consistent with its declared reason tor

participating in the proceedings, namely, to assure development
of a complete record as to matters pertaining to it, takes no
position on the merits of the application. It makes certain brief
observationsSOlIe of which will be noted in the course of this decision.

May a Registered Investment Company Bear Distribution
Expenses?

There appears to be agreement that the general question
whether it is permissible under the Act for an investment com-
pany to assume and bear directly the cost of.distributing its
shares is at least implicitly in issue here. Applicants and the
Division take the position that, at least in the context of the
Vanguard Funds' internalized structure,it is permissible to use
fund assets for that purpose. Silberman disagrees.

By way of preliminary comment, it should be noted that
it was a fact of life in the Vanguard situation (and apparently
in the industry by and large) that the amount retained by the
underwriter out of the sales load has in recent years been
wholly inadequate to cover distribution expenses. As a result,
WMC, like other adviser-underwriters whose principal source
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of revenue is investment advisory fees paid by mutual fund
clients, necessarily had to draw on that resource for distribution

12/
expendi tures. - WMC figures for a recent year drarratIcal.Iyillustrate
that point. In 1975, WMC had a pre-tax profit of over $4
million on advisory services provided to the Funds, representing
a 63% profit margin. On the other hand, it incurred a pre-tax
loss of over $2 million on its distribution services (excluding
increased advisory fees resulting from sales created by those
services). It seems more realistic to characterize this type
of arrangement as an indirect use of fund assets to pay distri-
bution expenses than'to continue with the euphemistic explanation,
which has been generally put forward, that the adviser is simply
using part of its advisory fee profits to support its distribution

13/
effort.

12/ This was and is of course true a fortiori in the case of adviser-
underwriters of no-load funds. -

13/ However, in October 1976 the Conmission, in ordering public hearings
concerning the appropriateness of mutual funds'bearing distribution
expenses (Investment Company Act Release No. 9470 (October 4, 1976), 10
SEC Docket 680), listed among issues for consideration the following:

"Where a portion of the management fee paid by a mutual fund is
used to help pay expenses associated with the sale of shares,
is this the practical equivalent of the fund bearing selling
expenses? If so, should such a use of the mnagement fee be
permitted? Under what circumstances? As a practical matter is
such a use of the management fee distinguishable from a
situation where a fund underwriter is affiliated with the
adviser, and consistently operates at a loss? . . . .

As noted below, these and the other issues raised by the Comnission in
1976 are still under consideration.
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Returning now to the permissibility of the direct bearing

14/
of distribution expenses by an investment company,-- it is
clear, first of all, that the Act contains no express prohibition.
The provision most directly in point is Section l2(b). That
Section makes it unlawful for a registered open-end company
(other than one complying with the provisions of Section 10(d»
to act as distributor of its securities, except through an
underwriter, in contravention of such rules as the Commission
may prescribe as necessary or appropriate in the public interest
or for the protection of investors. Section l2(b) is not self-
operative. And the Commission has not adopted or even proposed

15/
the adoption of rules under it.--

Silberman nevertheless contends that the use of fund
assets to subsidize distribution of fund shares has long been
condemned by the Commission and the courts. However, the fact
that the Commission set the instant application down for hearing
and granted it on an interim basis is itself inconsistent with
the idea that it has closed the door on such use. Moreover,
analysis of the statements and authorities cited, and others,
indicates that they do not' support the broad conclusion urged

Questionswhich may arise under-Section 22 of the Act are discussed
at ~72 infra.
Just recently, however, the Conmissionissued a release requestingcomrents
on the use of fund assets to pay distributionexpenses,with a view to
the possible promulgationof proposed rules under Section 12(b). Investnent
Conpany Act Release No. 10252 (May 23, 1978), 14 SEC Docket 1203, dis-
cussed nore fully below. In the sane release, the Conmtssionstated that
it was of the view that, to the extent a f\md made payrrentsto pronote the
distributionof its shares, it would be acting as a distributorof those
shares.
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by Si:j..berman.
It is undeniable that this area has been a matter of serious concern

to t.heConnnission, as reflected in pronouncements going back at least to the

1960's. The main basis for its concern has been the obvious
benefits to an external adviser from the sale of additional
shares and the more questionable benefits to fund

16/
shareholders. A good starting point for considering the
Commission's more recent pronouncements is the 1972 "Statement
on the Future Structure of the Securities Markets." In a
segment dealing with the various regulatory problems related
to the use by investment company managers of fund portfolio
brokerage (a fund asset) to reward dealers for sales of fund
shares, the Commission said, among other things:

"[T]he cost of selling and purchasing mutual fund shares should
be borne by the investors who purchase them and thus presurrab'ly
receive the benefits of the :investmentand not, even in part, by
the.existing shareholders of the fund who often derive little or
no benefit from the sale of new shares. To inpose a portion of
the selling cost upon the existing shareholders of the fund my
violate principles of fairness which are at least implicit in the
Investment Company Act."
While this statement can be read as an outright con-

demnation of the financing of distribution out of fund assets,
it did not deal with the situation (though impliedly conceding
that it could exist) where existing shareholders in fact
derive substantial benefit.

16/ In a recent article, the author noted that the Comnission' s reluctance to
authorize use of fund assets to subsidize sales of fund shares is to be
viewed in light of the nonnal situation of external adviser control paired
with asset-related compensation. "The benefit to the adviser •..
is easy to see; much less clear is • . . benefits flowing to fund share-
holders •... " Freeman, The Use.of Mutual Fund Assets to Pay Marketing
Costs, 9 Loy. Chi. L.J. 533, 536 (1978).
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Indicative or the ract that the Commission did not con-

sider that there was an absolute bar under the Act against use
or rund assets to pay distribution expenses is the order it
issued in Broad Street Investing Corp. shortly arter its
Future Structure pronouncement. As discussed more rully below,
that order, issued pursuant to Section 17(d) and Rule 17d-l,
permitted joint arrangements whereby an investment company com-
plex sought to bear directly a portion or the cost or internally

17/
distributing the shares of its member companies.

In October 1976,. the Commission announced public hearings
on the appropriateness of.arrangements whereby mutual funds

'1;,'0 •..'.; f\~0'(( iwould, directly or indirectly, bear expenses related to the
distribution of their shares, with a view to enabling the
Commission to provide guidance to the indust~y regarding the

18/
propriety of using fund assets to finance distribution expense~
By way of background, the Commission stated that it and its
starf generally had questioned the propriety of such a practice~
although in certain unusual circumstances (citing the Broad
Street ~ituation as an example) no objection had been raised.
The Commission listed a numher of issues, in two broad categories,
for consideration. One category comprised legal issues, e.g.,
(1) whether it was legal under any circumstances for a mutual

17/ InvestnentCorrpany Act Release No. 7114 (April 4, 1972). l_\
18/ InvestnentCorrpany Act ~lease No. 9470 (October4, 1976), 10 SEC Docket _

680.

.." 
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fund to bear distribution expenses and (2) the nature and
extent of the Commission's authority in the matter. The
second category consisted of policy issues, among them whether
it could be demonstrated that sales of additional shares

19/
benefited shareholders under some or all circumstances.--

In August 1977, the Commission issued a further announce-
20/

ment on the subject.-- Stating that it had not completed
its consideration of the relevant issues and was not yet pre-
pared to suggest whether, and if so under what circumstances,
mutual funds should be permitted to bear distribution expenses,
the Commission said that it therefore had "no reason at this
time" to change its previous position that it was "generally
improper" under the Act for mutual funds to use their
assets, directly or indirectly, to finance distribution of
their shares. At least pending completion of its review, no
new arrangements involving use of fund assets to finance
distribution would be sanctioned without the most careful scrutiny.

Most recently, the Commission issued an advance notice
of proposed rulemaking under Section 12(b) of the Act,
requesting public comment with respect to the question of whether
there might be conditions under which funds could be permitted

21/
to use their assets to finance distribution expenses.

19/ Certain of the other policy issues raised also parallel issuespresented
- or matters raised in this proceeding.Among them were: whether financing

of distributionby chargesagainst fund assets would be inequitablewith
respect to exlstdng-sharehofdere who had alreadypaid an initial sales load;
and whether use of part of the managementfee to pay distributionexpenses
was the practicalequivalentof the fund bearing sellingexpenses.

20/ InvestrentConpany Act Release No. 9915 (August31, 1977),12SEC Docket 1657.
21/ InvestrentConpany Act Release No. 10252 (May 23, 1978), 14 SEC Docket 1203.
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After adverting to the varying views expressed dur-Ing and in
connection with the distribution hearings, including the view
that net redemptions which the mutual fund industry was
experiencing were harmful to shareholders, the Commission stated
that it deemed it useful to explore further whether permitting
mutual fund assets to be used to finance distribution could,
under some circumstances, benefit investors, and at the same
time to solicit comments about a variety of possible conditions
upon such use of assets designed to-safeguard investor interests.
The Commission indicate~ that any such conditions should be
designed to accomplish three objectives:

II(1) to min1mize any crn.flictof interest en the part
of a fund's investnent adviser or officers with respect
to reconrendatacns that ftmd assets be used to pI'ODDte
distributien, by limiting tIE degree to which tIE
advisory fee is affected by sales; (2) to.help ensure
that ftmd assets are used to finance distribution cnly
wlEn, after appropriate consideration, the disinterested
directors of the ftmd and the fund's shareholders
determine that such use of ftmd assets would be in the
interest of the fund, and (3) to help ensure that all
shareholders are treated fairly. • •II

The Commission went on to describe the types of con-
22/

ditions it was considering.--
It seems fair to say that the Commission's recent statements

suggest a not inhospitable attitude toward the use of fund assets
to finance the distribution of fund shares, under appropriate
safeguards, in circumstances where investors are likely to be

'liE Camrl.ssionen:phasizedthat.nothing m its release should be Canstroed[~'
as suggesting that it had reached any conclusicns with respect to the •
nerits of the instant applicatien.
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the primary beneficiaries.

Silberman also reads too much into the decision of
23/

the Court of Appeals in Moses v. Burgin. In that case,
the investment adviser of a mutual fund, its affiliateCwhich
was the fund's principal underwriter) and two fund directors
affiliated with the adviser were held to have engaged in "gross
misconduct," within the meaning of Section 36 of the Act as

24/
it then read, -- because they failed to disclose to the fund's
unaffiliated directors the possibility of recapture of brokerage
paid on portfolio transactions, which was directed instead
(by "customer-directed give-ups") to broker-dealers who sold
the fund's shares.

The court rejected the defendan~argument that even
if recapture was available to the fund, the directors still
had the right to choose between it and directing give-ups to
stimulate sales since they deerredsales to be beneficial to the
fund's shareholders. In holding that the directors had no
such choice, the Court relied on the language of the fund's
charter requiring it to receive full asset value upon sale of
its shares. It reasoned that the purpose of this provision

"Was to prevent the value of the existing shareholders'
interest in the assets from being diminished by the addition
of further participants. If Fund receives the asset value
of new shares, but at the same time rewards the selling
broker with give-ups that it has a right to recapture for

445 F.2d 369 (C.A. 1), cert. denied 404 U.S. 994 (1971).
When the suit was brought, Section 36 prohibited "gross misconduct or
gross abuse of trust." In 1970, Congress strengthened this language
to prohibit "any act or practice constituting a breach of fiduciary duty
involving personal misconduct.".
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itself, then the net incare Fund receives fran tIE process
of selling a share is less than asset value. ~ existjng
shareholders have contributed - by paying m:>rethan other-
wise necessary on Fund's portfolio transactions - to the
cost of tIE sale, which was supposed to have been borne.by
tIE new narber alone." 25/

The Court went on to say that it was not holding that
the lower court was not justified in finding that the promotion
of sales of fund shares was beneficial to existing shareholders,
as well as being beneficial to the adviser and underwriter.
"It is merely that, by the terms of the charter, Fund cannot
use free money, or credit, to pay brokers for sales.

26/
Sales are

Crosby's [the underwriter's] business."
Silberman argues that implicit in the last quoted sentence r'

~~.is a recognition that sales are not the business of a mutual
fund itself. But no such generalized conclusion is warranted.
As pointed out in the recent Second Circuit decision in

27/
Tannenbaum v. Zeller, the statement was made in the context
of the particular fund's charter provision.

Tannenbaum, like Moses, was a shareholder derivative
action based on the use of portfol.io brokerage to reward broker-
dealers who sold fund shares rather than its recapture for the
fund's direct benefit. The Court construed Moses' holding that
the directors had no choice if recapture was freely available
as being based solely on interpretation of that fund's charter

25/ 445 F.2d at 374.
26/ Ibid.
27/ 552 F.2d 402 (C.A. 2, 1977).
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and not on fiduciary obligations imposed by Section 36 of the

28/Act.-- It pointed out that the violation of that Section
found in Moses resulted from management's failure to disclose
sufficiently to the independent directors the possibilities of
recapture, and not from the breach of an absolute duty to
recapture imposed by the Act. The Court held, among other things,
that the decision to forego recapture did not violate the fiduciary
obligations of the adviser or the directors under Section 36
of the Act

"if the independent.directors (1) were not dominatedor
unduly influencedby the investnentadviser; (2) were
fully Informed by the adviser and interesteddirectorsof
the possibilityof recapture and the alternativeuses of
brokerage;and (3) fully aware of this infonnation,reached
a reasonablebusiness decision to forego recapture after
a thorough review of all relevant factors." 29/
At least from the perspective of the Vanguard complex

as a whole, it appears, partly on the basis of findings made
below regarding directorial independence and benefits to share-
holders from internalized distribution, that the Tannenbaum
tests are met here.

The Role of the Independent Directors; Conflict of Interest
A central theme running through the presentations of

applicants and the independent directors is the true independence
of those directors and the consequences that should flow from

30/
that status.-- The independent directors point to judicial

28/ The Court, relying on an earlier Second Circuit decision,rejected Moses'
"charterreasoning."

29/ Id. at 418-19. This tripartitetest had been proposed in the Commission's
- aiiiicuscuriae brief.
30/ The there islclOselYrelated to that..£>f the Fun.ddSi'indeoendencJ5e1-- frOm externa serVice prov1ders,a suuJect which s Q1sCussea e ow.
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pronouncements calling on fund directors to exercise greater
independence and assume more responsibility and to statements
by Commission members and officials calling for a greater role
by independent fund directors in the· governance of fund busi-
ness affairs, to be accompanied by a lessening of Commission
regulation. Reference is also made to the holding in Tannenbaum
givf.ng great weight to the r-e asonab Le ·determin:a.t1.:onso-f

independent fund directors who are in possession of all rele-
vant information. It is urged that, consistent with these
pronouncements, the independent dire~tors Of the Vanguard Funds,
who have demonstrated the~r independence, should be p~rmitted
to make the reasonable business judgments reflected in the
proposed distribution arrangements.

The Act, in Section 10(a), requires that at least 40%
of an investment company's board of directors be independent.
At all times here relevant, the Vanguard Funds have far
exceeded that requirement by having a substantial majority of

.31/independent directors. During the period when internalized
distribution was under consideration and then approved by the
Funds' boards, 9 of the 11 directors were independent and a
tenth (Bogle) was independent of the adviser. And, as has been
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noted, the Fund boards now consist of Bogle and seven independent
directors. Four of the independent directors testified at the

32/
hearings, two of them at Silberman's behest.-- Each impressed
me as a person of substance, highly intelligent and sophisticated
about the mutual fund business. I have no reason to doubt that
in those qualities these four are representative of the independent
director group as a whole. The testimony of these men reinforced
the documentary indications in the record that the independent
directors approach their responsibilities thoroughly, seriously and
conscientiously. For at least a number of years, the independent
directors have had a.degree of independence from the Funds'
investment adviser which appears to be rare in the industry.
One indicator of that independence is the fact that for some years
now the independent directors have had the sole responsibility for
selecting new independent directors. Its best manifestation, of
course, is the fact that the several internalization decisions
made by the boards were contrary to the strongly urged views of
WMC.

It is clear, however, that for many years Bogle has been the
most powerful force in the Funds' management. Bogle has spent his
entLr-e working career in the investment company field and is
regarded as an innovator and leader in the investment company
community. In 1969-1970, he served as Chairman of the Investment

32/ Those two had voted against the resolutionsto change to a no-load
internalizeddistributionsystem. One of them is no longer a director of
of the Ftmds.
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Company Institute's board of governors. In addition to his
obviously great intelligence and ability, Bogle's attributes
also include a forceful personality. Perhaps understandably,
the independent directors' bri~f overstates the directors'
role in the structural changes which the Vanguard Group has
undergone since 1974 and in dOing so glosses over Bogle's role
as the major moving force behind those changes and the fact

3.11of his very strong influence on the Funds' affairs. The

record does show, nevertheless, that the independent directors have played
a very active and infiuential role; indeed, on occasion they caused decisions

::7:=oo~~~~:::':::::~~::l:'::he197~,
internalization, ended up as a far more modest internalization,
due in large measure to the influence of special counsel
retained by the independent directors. In 1976, it was one
of the independent directors who was largely responsible for
expanding the focus of the ongoing study from ~separate prtctng~
to a broad examination of what distribution system would be best
for the Funds. The important audit, compensation ~d nominating
committees are composed exclusively of independent directors •

.Of course, regardless of the extent of the directors'
independence, the pending proposal must pass muster under the

fut Silberman's charge.that the whole :tntemalization proc. ess since 1974._ '..IID.lStbe seen as a schene by Bogle to regain the power and authority he '!:i 'ilwielded when he was at the helm of ~ involves a psychological pna].ysis'};~. 
which I am not prepared .toadopt. }\breover,it necessarily entails a
portrayal of the independent directors as Bogle t s "puppets," which is
wholly unwarranted.
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standards of Section 17(d) and Rule 17d-l. But in view of the
directors' loyalty solely to the Funds and their shareholders
and the thoroughness of their deliberations their determinations

31..1are entitled to considerable weight.
Silberman and to some extent the Division, however,

focus on a different set of relationships of the directors,
namely, that they and the officers serve all of the Funds in the
complex (as well as Vanguard and Marketing). Silberman, noting
that in determining upon the distribution arrangements and in
implementing them, Wellington Fund, which is to pay the largest
portion of the distribution expenditures, had and has no
independent representation, urges that those directors and
officers are in a position of conflict of interest which requires
that their determinations as to benefits to each Fund must be
independently and objectively scrutinized.

That,of course; is precisely the object of these pro-
ceedings. But the claim of a conflict of interest permeating
the distribution arrangements on a continuing basis raises a
serious issue meriting serious consideration. Silberman's
contention appears to rest principally on the nature of the
Vanguard structure rather than on any assertion that the officers
and directors or any of them have a personal interest in

34/ In the Tannenbaumcase, the Comnission's amicus brief, which suggested,
in substantiallythe form adopted by the Court, the standardsregarding
the scope of directors'discretionregardingmatters such as the
recaptureof brokeragecormnissions,stated that in some situations,as
for exanple transactionsfallingwithin Section 17, the Act provides
that the board will have no discretion (p, 29). I take this statement
to rreansinply that where the Act expresslyprohibitsa transactionabsentComnissionapproval,the final say rests with the Cormnissionand not the
directors.

-
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35..1

favoring one Fund over another. In substance, the argument

is similar to the Division's argument that applicants' pro-

posa1 creates a conflict of interest because the commondirectors

of a complex of funds may perceive greater allegiance to the

complex than to any particular fund, with the ,result that they

might act in the interest of the compLex or of.,a.-majority of

the funds, rather than in the interest of a particular fund or

a minority of the funds, when such interests conflict. While
36/

the Act does not preclude commonboards of d1rectors-,- this

type of ccnflict is potentillly particularly serious in tbe joint distribution

context where the directors and officers have to decide on a continuing basts AII&.,

whether to continue to assess contributions on an asset-related basis, mw

muchto spend on distribution and mw to SPend the annunts contributed by the
311

conp1ex's constituent fI:mds. 'll1e sheer- numberof Funds :in the conp1ex,

3Y Sllbenmn does point out, however, that nost of the directors who own any
of the Ftmds' shares ownsubstant1ally IOOreshares :in Funds other than
WellingtonFt.mdthan :in \Ellington, and that those sharelx>ldingstherefo~
present further elenents of conflict. Neitrer applicants nor the :indePendent
directors have seen fit to respond to this argunent which is by no means
:frivolous. However,in view of IItV findings as to tre potential conITictof
interest based on interlock1ng directors and officers, it does not seem
necessary to g:1ve:further consideration to this secondary line of a.rgt.nrent.

3fJ! See Report 91-1382ofIbuse llmnittee on Irrter-state and Foreign CoIIJIErce
(1970), p. 15: • • • a director of one investnent coopany'WOuldnot

. ordinarily be deeDEd an interested person of that conpany by reason of
be:ing a director of another- :investnent conpanywith the sane adviser."

37/ 'Ibis is not to suggest that serious conflicts could not arise in otber- con-
- texts. See Glaser, A Study of M.Itual Ft.mdCooplexes, 119 Pa.L. Rev. 205

(1970); Cament, llities of tre IndePendentDirector :in ~. M.Itual , ..
70 Mich. L. Rev. 696 (1972). 'll1e latter article, stat:ing that it is un- (;~/ tJ
likely that an independent director can serve two or IOOI'erelated:f\mds .~ 
without conflicts arising· and that it is unfair to the shareholders of eitrer
(eoDtinuedon next page)

~
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each with different characteristics, makes it very difficult
for the directors and officers to avoid thinking in complex-
wide terms on matters of this na.ture. The fact that, generally
speaking, the board meetings for all the Funds are conducted
as one common meeting -- really a practical necessity in view
of the common directors -- naturally tends to promote such
thinking.

The independent directors' response to Silberman's ar~nts
lends support to the impression that the complex-wide approach 'i~ influential.

In rejecting the possibility of eliminating interlocking
directorates, they question the practicality of having separate

. 38/
directors for each Fund. But they place greatest emphasis
on the argument that a "compartmentalizing" of directorships
would preclude the directors of each Fund "from understanding
the role of that Fund in the Vanguard Fund complex and harmonizing
its operations with those of the other Funds for the good of
all." Independent Directors' Brief, p. 26) Statements to
similar effect are made elsewhere in their brief. As will be
discussed below, each Fund in the complex derives certain benefits,
both tangible and intangible,from its membership in the complex.

37/ (Continued)
- fund to permit the directors to balance the competing interests of share-

holders (p, 715), proposes that different funds within a corrplexbe
required to have different independent directors (p. 724).

38/ The Division also dismisses as inpractical the possibility of each Vanguard
- Fund having a few directors (the Division uses the exanp.leof three) who

do not serve on the board of any other Vanguard Fund.
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But in those instances where the interests o~ dirrerent Funds
participating in a joint arrangement may differ, the share-
holders of each Fund are entitled to have its directors determine
on a continuing basiswhetMr1he arrangement is or bene rft to that
Fund. Any other approach would run counter to the directors'
riduc;iary obligations under Section 36 or the Act and would be
inconsistent with the policy expressed in Section 1(b)(2) or
the Act that (as here pertinent) an investment company should be
operated in the interest of its shareholders and not in the
interest of ather investment companies.

The independent directors contend that conrlict or
interest questions are irrelevant in the context or a Section
17 application, because that Section permits the Commission
to grant exemptive relief notwithstanding any conflict, ir the
applicable standards are satisfied. As a general proposition,
the contention has merit. In the instant context, however,
the conflict question is relevant because of the continuing nature
of the arrangement and the continuing decisions that the
directors will be required to make relating to distribution
matters.

I leave for later consideration the questions whether
the potential conflict is sufficiently mitigated by the n~ture
of the distribution arrangements, and whether conditions pro-
posed by the Division and by Silberman to deal with it are
adequate and/or necessary.
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The Standards of Section l7(d) and Rule l7d-l

Section l7(d) of the Act and Rule l7d-l thereunder,
which have been briefly summarJzed above, provide the principal
regulatory framework for resolution of the issues presented.
As pertinent, they prohibit an "affiliated person" (as defined
in Section 2(a)(3)) of a registered investment company (or
an affiliated person of such a person), acting as principal,
from participating in or effecting any transaction in connection
with any joint enterprise or arrangement in which such company
fuaparticipant, unless an application regarding such enter-
prise or arrangement has been granted by the Commission.
Implementing the statutory authorization to the Commission to
prescribe rules "for the purpose of limiting or preventing par-
ticipation by such registered . company on a basis different
from or less advantageous" than that of the "affiliate
participant," the Rule specifies that in passing on an application,
the Commission will consider whether the participation of the
registered company as proposed is "consistent with the provisions,
policies and purposesof the Act and the extent to which such
participation is on a basis different from or less advantageous
than that of other participants." In the Vanguard complex,
each of the Funds is an affiliate of every other Fund and of

39/
Vanguard. -~

39/ There is no dispute about these affiliations. Hence it is unnecessary
- to discuss the various lines of reasoning leading to the findings of

affiliation.
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There is no need to dwell at length on consistency of
the distribution arrangements with the "provisions, policies
and purposes" of the Act. The pertinent provisions of the Act,
other than Section11(d) itself, are discussed elsewhere 'in this
decision.The "policies and purposes" of the Aqt, according to
Section l(b), are to mitigate qnd as -far as feasible eliminate
the undesirable conditions enumerated in the various subsections
of that Section. It appears to me that only two of those
subsections, (1) and (2), are relevant here. While applicants
also refer to subsections (4) and (5), these deal, respectively,
with undue concentration or inequitable methods of control of·

A
investment companies (in other words, capital structure) and with;;~
improper accounting practices ,or inadequate independent scrutiny
of accounting practices.

Section l(b)(l) deals with inadequate and inaccurate
disclosure to investment company shareholders and prospective
shareholders. The separate disclosure of distribution and
advisory expenditures which internalization of distribution makes
possible, as contrasted with the undisclosed use of an unspeci-

401
fied portion of the advisory fee for distribution expenditures-,-
is certainly consistent with tne full disclosure philosophy
reflected in the Act.

40/ Cf. Freeman, ''!reUse of Mutual Ftmd ASsets to Pay Ma.rket1pg COsts, 9
wy. Chi. L.3. 533, 559 'et-,:~: (1918). ' , '
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Section 1(b)(2), as here pertinent, is directed to

the situation of investment companies being operated in the
interest of affiliated persons or of other investment companies
rather than in the interest of their shareholders. As is
evident, Section 17 of the Act, including Section 17(d), repre-
sents a principal Congressional response to this type of abuse.
Whether the proposed internalized distribution arrangements
meet Section 17(d) standards remains to be seen. There is
merit, however, in applicants' contention that the added degree
of independence from external entities which (as further dis-
cussed below) internalized distribution brings with it is
consistent with the policy that a fund should be managed with an
eye single to the interest of its shareholders.

In an effort to def'Inethe standards against whi(:ha Joint ar-rangementis
to be tested, applicants and the Division devote many pages
to discussion of the legislative history of Section 17(d) and
Rule 17d-l and of court and Commission decisions pertaining to
those proyisions. Those authorities, however, furnish little
light beyond what is evident from the terms of the Section and

'41/
Rule. -- It seems clear that Rule 17d-l, which calls for

41/ The focus of the decisions has been on whether a particular transaction
- cane within the scope of Section 17 (d). Applicants' reliance on Christiana

Securities Company, Investment CorrpanyAct Release No. 8615 (December 13,
1974), 5 SEC Ibcket 745 [citations on appeal omitted] is misplaced since
the Comnission's opinion discussed only the standards of Section 17 (b) and
not those of Section 17(d). The only reference to the latter provision
and to Rule l7d-l is in a footnote, in which the Corrmissionnoted that
relief tmder those provisions was also requested; indicated that it was
doubtful they were even applicable; and held that if they were, their
standards were satisfied. It may.be noted that the problem in Christiana
(Continued on next page)
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consideration of" "the extent to which" an investment company's
participation is on a basis dif"f"erent f"rom or less advantageous
than that of" other participants, does not require absolute
equality of" participation. Indeed, in any complex multi-party
arrangement such as the one proposed here, absolute equality may
be tmattainable. What the Rule does require, as applicants
and the Division in substance agree, is that an investment
company not participate in a joint enterprise with its af"f"iliates
on a basis which is unf"air in relation to that of the af"f"iliates,
or in which the at."t."iliatestake undue advantage of" the invest-
ment company.

Fairness of" Distribution Arrangements
The proposal under consideration contemplates that the

sums deemed necessary and appropriate t."ordistribution
expenditures .(in other words, the distribution budget) will
be allocated among the Funds in the complex on the basis ot."
their relative net assets and will be spent in the manner deemed
most productive by management. Operations are in t."actnow being
conducted on this basis, pursuant to the Commission's interim
order. Under this system, there is no correlation between
amounts contributed by a particular Fund, on the one hand, and
amounts expended f"or distribution of" its shares or the extent
o f sales of' its shares, on the -other.'lhi.sappears in its most glaring
t."ormas applied to Welli~gton Fund. Wellington is by t."arthe

41/ (Continued)
was that tre proposed transacticn provtded f"argreater benefits to the
1nveS'tne1tconpany than to the non-investnent conpany aITiliate. 1Jhus,while trere was a serious Section 17(b) problem, there was obviously none
under Section l7(d).

-
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largest of the Vanguard Funds and thus would bear the single
largest portion of distribution expenditures. However, like
balanced funds generally, it has for some years been out of
vogue compared to other investment vehicles andtts shares have
not been as saleable as those of other Vanguard Funds. In
January 1977, the Vanguard staff estimated that Wellington, which
on the basis of its then relative net assets would pay more
than 40% of distribution expenditures, would account for only
about 1.8% of projected sales during the first year under a

42/
no-load distribution system.-- During the first 3 months in
which the internalized distribution system was actually in
operation, nothing was spent in advertising Wellington shares
with the exception of one newspaper advertisement and one
direct mailing to a group of corporate directors, both of which

43/
related to all continuously offered Fundsin the Vanguard Group.
Expenditures were concentrated on the new Warwick Municipal
Bond Fund which was considered (and was) a very marketable
product.

While recognizing that through economies of scale, each
Fund can benefit from sales of shares of other Vanguard Funds,

42/ According to recently submitted figures covering the nine months since
- internalized distribution began, Wellington's sales amounted to less than

1% of complex sales. Based on the quarter-end average, Wellington accounted
for 38% of complex net assets.

431 More attention is devoted in this decision to Wellington Fund than to any
.- other single Vanguard Fund. This is attributable in part to the fact that a

Wellington shareholder is a participant in the proceedings and also to its
peculiar characteristics as noted above which mean that it poses the JIDst ,
critical test of the fairness of the proposed arrangements..It is self-evident.,
however, that those arrangerrentsmust be found to be fair (or at least not
unfair) to each of'the Funds.
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the Division contends that the proposed arrangement is unfair
to Wellington Fund and potentially to other Funds and thus
fails to meet Rule 17d-l standards, a conclusion which Silberman
strongly endorses. The Division proposes another system of
allocation of distribution expenditures which would in its
view be in closer proportion to the benefits derived from such
expenditures.

In opposing imposition or the Division's proposed allo-
cation method -- discussed in detail below -- applicants, in
addition to defending the fairness of the asset allocation
method, urge that the independent directors should not be
restricted from making such changes in the allocation method
and other aspects of the distribution system as are appropriate
in the light of eXRerience with the system •. Similarly, in a
supplemental brief filed in response to the Division's allo-
cation proposal, the independent directors object to the imposition
of any "rigid formula" by the Commission, which would limit
the discretion and flexibility the directors now have to respond
to changing conditions. They urge that if any conditions
are to be imposed, such conditions should be only in the nature
of general principles rather than a specific formula.

I find these arguments puzzling. While it is true that
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case was tried, on the theory, and only on the theory, that
the allocation would be based on relative net assets. That
was also the way in which the proposed internalized distribution
was presented in proxy statements seeking shareholder approval.
Should the requested relief be granted, it would not extend
to any other allocation method. Hence there is no basis for
the pleas that the directors' flexibility not be circumscribed.

Citing the Commission's actions in 1972 and 1976 with
respect to the Broad Street complex, applicants point out that
the Commission has previously found that an asset-related
method for paying distribution expenses satisfies the standards
of Section l7(d) and Rule l7d-l. In 1972, the Broad Street
complex consisted of five investment companies, including a
large closed-end company. Fund management and advisory services
were internalized. Shares of the open-end companies were sold
with a traditional sales load. Commission approval was sought
of a joint arrangement under which the net cost of operation
of the internal wholesale distributor of shares of the open-end
compaqies would be borne directly by all the investment companies
in the complex. The open-end companies were to share distri-
bution costs on the basis of their total net assets, the closed-
end company on the basis of 60% of its net assets. Annual
contributions were to be limited to .05% of average net assets
for the open-end companies, .03% for the closed-end company.
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Without ordering a hearing, the Commission issued an order
pursuant to Section l7(d) and Rule l7d-l permitting the proposed...warrangement. In 1976, the Division (pursuant to delegated
authority) issued an order that in substance permitted the

4!L1complex to add a new fund to its internalized joint arrangements.
I agree with applicants that the bases on ~chthe

Division seeks to distinguish the Br-oadStreet situatIon from
the Vanguard proposal are mostly insubstantial. For example,
while it is true that the Broad Street Group was fully internalized,
so that no external organization could benefit from asset

to be made by dire~tors wholly independent of the advisers.
On the other hand, the Broad street orders, which we:reissued
without benefit of an evidentiary record, were based on repre-
sentations regarding the benefits to be obtained by each fund
in a particular set of circumstances, including rather low
expenditure ceilings. Moreover, the Commissionts recent p:ro-
nouncements, which have been noted earlier in this deciSion,

44/ Broad StreetInvest~ Corporation,InvestnentCoopany Act ReleaseNo.
7114 (April 4, 1972 . .

45/ Broad street lhvest~ ~ration, li1vestment Coopany Act Release No. ,_
- 9513 (Noveofler 8, 197 ). •
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indicate that the whole question of use of fund assets to
finance share distribution is under re-examination.

Turning now to applicants' detailed presentation in
support of the proposed distribution arrangements, they urge
that those arrangements must be viewed as a fundamental
structural change, part of a program begun in 1974, producing
for each of the Vanguard Funds a package of interdependent,
continuing benefits, many of them qualitative, consisting
principally of: (1) complete independence to select an investment
adviser and to negotiate an appropriate advisory fee; (2)
significant immediate savings and potential future savings; (3)
a more effective share distribution system; and (4) participation
in economies of scale. Viewed from this perspective, appli-
cants contend, the evidence establishes that each Vanguard
Fund, including Wellington, has received, is receiving and
will continue to receive significant benefits and has been
treated fairly, and that no Fund has been or will be unduly

46/
disadvantaged. These contentions will now be considered.--

Increased Independence
As a general proposition, the external management structure

which is typical in the mutual fund industry precludes true
independence for funds having that structure, even if they

46/ However, the question whether the new distribution system is in fact
- more effective than the old would seem to be beyond the purview of these

proceedings. In any event, as applicants acknowledge, any definitive
judgrrentconcerning the success of the new structure would be premature.
M::>reover,the many variables that enter into sales volume make any deter-
mination of the influence of one factor at best a hazardous enterprise.

(Continued on next page) .
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have a majority or independent directors. In its 1966 Report
on Public Policy Implications or Investment Company Growth,
the COmmission, discussing possible ways to improve shareholder
protection against unrair management compensation, rejected as
an errective check negotiations between the unarriliated
directors or an externally managed investment company and its
adviser-underwriter. It pointed out that even ir all directors
or such a company were required to be unarfiliated, they
could not bargain with the adviser at arms length because the
"adviser-underwriter pe'rmeat.Lon of investment company activities"
made rupture of existing 4~lationshiPs a dirficult and complex
step for most companies.--

At least in part because of the unusual circumstances
involving Bogle, the Vanguard Funds, atypically, ~ in a
position in 1974 to rupture their relationships with WMC
(through mutualization) and seriously considered doing so.
Though less drastic, the subsequent internalization of corporate
management and administration, by providing the Funds with
management and staff responsible and loyal solely to them and
making them substantially self-sufficient, moved them toward
the existence of a true arms-length relationship with WMC.

46/ (Continued)
en the otherhand, I do not questionthat the directors'deterndnation_.
on this aspector the natterwas based on a thoroughconsiderationof::;
the variousalternativesand representeda reasmable businessjlld~.

PublicPolicyReport, p. 148.47/
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Bogle acknowledged that the Funds' bargaining position was
substantially enhanced as a result of the 1975 internalization.

Applicants contend that the internalization of distri-
bution represents a further major step necessary for the Funds'
attainment of complete independence from their investment
adviser. Pending this step, they note, the Funds were still
dependent on an external organization for a bundled package of
advisory and distribution functions. As a practical matter,
a particular Fund within the complex could not have obtained
its own adviser or distributor. With distribution internalized,
each Fund stands on its own in selecting an adviser and
negotiating advisory fees. Applicants point out that the
universe of advisers from which each Fund can choose has been
substantially expanded, because the adviser's distribution
capability, if any, is irrelevant. One manifestation of this
added independence is the fact that Warwick Municipal Bond
Fund, the youngest member of the Vanguard Group, chose as its
adviser a bank -- and as such prohibited from acting as
distributor ---charging a very low advisory fee.

Degrees of independenceand bargaining power do not lend themselvesto
precise measurement. But it seems clear that in some measure
internalized -distribution has enhanced che Funds' position in these
respects. I find no merit in WMC's argument (endorsed by
Silberman and to some extent by the Division) that as a
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corollary to a lessened dependence on WMC, the Funds have
become more dependent on the Vanguard staff. WMC characterizes'
this as'a "trade-off," implying that there has been no net
gain. Applicants are justified, in my opinion, in pointing
out that reliance on a corporation's internal management and
staff whose loyalties are to that corporation alone (putting
aside the conflict of interest problem discussed above) cannot
properly be characterized as "dependence." At least it is not
comparable to dependence on persons whose interests also
include maximizing the 'profits of an external' organization.

In connection with the 1977 internalization of distri-
Savings to Funds

bution, the advisory fee schedules for the Funds advised by
WMC were revised downward. Under the pre-existing advisory
agreements, t-he Funds, with minor exceptions, had the same
fee schedule. In 1977, a number of different schedules were
adopted, including separate ones for Wellington and certain
other Funds and shared schedules for the remaining Funds.
Based on January 1, 1977 assets, aggregate fee reductions
amounted to $2,131,000. On the basis of December 30, 1977
assets, which were some $200 million lower, the fee reductions
totalled $1,976,000. Deducting from those figures the dis-
tribution expenses of $1.3 million in the initial Vanguard distrjlll.)
bution budget.net sa"Virlg;5.af$831,000and $676,000,respectively, _
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!:ill.!

were indicated for the complex. ?n an individual fund basis,

projected net savings during the first year of internalized

distribution ranged from $5,000 to $212,000 on the basis of

January 1, 1977 assets and from $5,000 to $248,000 on the basis
49/

of December 30, 1977 assets. In each case the largest

figure is that for Wellington Fund, although in terms of projected

percentage of savings the figure for several other Funds
50/

exceeded that for Wellington.-- The projected savings for

each Fund were a major factor in the directors' determination

to proceed with internalized distribution, and, as noted, they

constitute one of the principal bases advanced in support of

the apPlication.51I

48/ The figures in the text reflect calculations included in two exhibits
- introduced by applicants. CExs.23 and 23-1). The figures which the

Fundboards had before themprior to their February 1977decision
reflected net assets as of a different date and, as a result, were some-
what, though not materially, different.

49/ These figures do not include First Index,whichhas no investment adviser,
- or Warwick,which was created subsequent to the decision to internalize

distribution and has an investment adviser other than WMC.
50/ Bogle testified that an atterrpt was madeto have the percentage of savings

substantially similar for each Fund, except that the three principal income
funds of the corrplexwere given a somewhathigher percentage of savings
so,as to maketheir expense ratios more competitive with those of other
incomefunds. The figures support that testimony. Silberman, while argu-
ing most strongly that the "purported savings"· are really illusory,
suggests at the sametime that the variances in savings percentages present
an element of unfairness. However,in view of the conclusion reached
regarding the fairness of the asset-allocation method, there is no need
to deal with that question.

51/ MJrerecently, advisory fee schedules for seven of the Fundshave been
- further revised. As to five of the Funds, including Wellington, the

newschedules wouldresult in aggregate annual fee reductions of $619,000,
based on December30, 1977net assets. On the samebasis, Gemini Fund's
fees wouldLncrease by $22,000. Thenewschedule for WindsorFundwould
generate the samefees, based on December30, 1977assets, but would
increase fees at higher asset levels and decrease themat lower asset levels.
(Continuedon next page)
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The Division and Silberman urge~ however~ that applicants'
attribution of the net expense reductions or "savings" entirely
to the internalization of distribution is unwarranted. I agree.
For one thing~ the cost to a distributor of operating a no-load
distribution system is much less than that of operating a load

52/
distribution system through a network. of dealers. Thus~ even
without internalization, reduced fees could undoubtedly have

. 33/
been obtained merely by switching to a no-load system. Indeed,
a December 1976 memorandum from the Vanguard staff to the inde-
pendent directors (App L, Exh. 11-15) points out that it is the
savings resulting from adoption of a less costly distribution
system which the Funds would be receiving. The mechanism for
accomplishing this was to reduce total advisory fees by apprOXi-1I!t
mately the amount representing WMC's net distribution expenses.

Further, as the Division stresses, the Funds had
been in a strong bargaining position vis-a-vis WMC since
at least 1975,and it seems clear that they could have obtained
reductions in the advisory fee levels wholly aside
from internalization of distribution or any other change in
the distribution system. The Division cites various instances
beginning in 1974 in which WMChad accommodated the Funds at

51/ (Continued)
By order of September 7, 1978, I accepted these post-hearing facts as
part of the record. But I also ruled that because there had been no
opportunity for cross-examination or rebuttal evidence, I would not draw
inferences f'rom the new facts where nore than me inference could rea-
ably be drawn. Here it is-by no neans clear tha.t,as applicants would ha~_. .
lIE infer, the new fee reducticns could be achieved only because of the c'< !

internalization of distribution. /
52/, This fact undercuts Silberman's a:rgunentsseeking to :inpeachthe credibility
- of Vanguard's initial distribution budget by conparing it with WMC's dis-
53 tribution costs in prior years. .

If It is a different questim whether WMC, with its orientation toward the
- dealer system, would have been an effective no-load distributOr or whether

it would even have agreed to act as distx1butor on that basis,

... 

-
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considerable expense or loss of revenue to itself. Moreover,
in connection with the internalization of distribution, WMC
did not bargain or negotiate with the Funds regarding the total
amount of reductions in advisory fees which were to be achieved,
but accepted the amount proposed. Applicants' argument that
WMC had offered no fee reductions until internalization was
imminent has little substance, since "normal" fee negotiations
responsive to expiration of the advisory contracts in April
1977 never commenced.

Of course, the amount of fee reductions which could have
been obtained under qther circumstances is speculative. And
the fact remains that on the basis of the initial distribution
budget each Fund other than First Index realized a net expense
reduction as of October 1, 1977. But Silberman makes the further
point that applicantssavings projections are based on the assumption
that marketing and promotional expenditures will remain at the

54/
initial level of approximately .05% of net assets.-- As he
notes, the application would place a ceiling of .20% of net
asset~ on such expenditures. Up to that point, the amount spent
would be in the directors' discretion, although it is the
directors' stated expectation that expenditures will not exceed

54/ Silbermm's argumentthat the initialdistributionbudgetwas prepared
on a purelyarbitrarybasis for the purposeof comingup with a savings
figureis not supportedby the record.
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.1Q%. While urging that it must be anticipated that the full
extent of the power sought will be used, Silberman points
out that even on the basis of a .10% figure for marketing and
promotional expenditures, the savings would turn into losses

55/
for several of the Funds, including Wellington.--

Economies of Scale
Applicants assert that additional benefits are likely

to be realized by the Funds through economies of scale resulting
from sales produced by distribution expenditures. The argument
rests on a series of cost-benefit analyses prepared by the
Vanguard staff for presentation at the hearings (Exhs. 27, 28-1
through 28-4) and Bogle's extensive explanatory testimony.

This type of analysis, apparently novel in the present
context, was not considered to be essential in the deliberative
process leading to the internalization decision, in part
because the distribution expenditures to be made under inter-
nalized distribution were perceived not as "extra" expenditures
or investmen~but as a reduction of savings achieved through the
advisory fee reductions. In light of the findings made in the
preceding section, the roundness of that perception is questionable.
In any event, it was only at the last minute, at the suggestion

55/ As will be discussed below, the Division urges that any order granting
- the applicationbe subject to the conditionthat pro.rootionalexpenditures_.

not exceed .10% of aggregate net assets. _

\·· 
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of special counsel Smith, that the boards directed the
Vanguard staff to prepare a cost-benefit analysis showing
economic benefits to the Funds and their shareholders from
distribution expenditures resulting in various sales levels.
Such an analysis, but only on a complex-wide basis, was sub-

mitted by Bogle to the boards on February 8, 1977 (Appl. Ex. 11-23).
Based on the data, which were in the form of return over a
ten-year period on a specified investment in distribution
expenses, Bogle concluded that economic justification for
sales, even under relatively modest sales assumptions, could
be demonstrated in t~rms of net cost savings resulting from
the lower incremental advisory fee rate on new assets and from
spreading fixed costs over a larger asset base. Bogle was
careful to point out, among other things, that any linkage between
dollars spent on distribution and dollars brought in through
new sales was very tenuous. The analysis, although it did not
deal with individual Funds, was deemed to lend additional
support to the view that internalized distribution would be of
benefit to them.

'lbe> analysesproduced at the hearing :1nclude<ia .complex....w1de.analysis and
analyses for three individual Funds , among them Wellington,which have
different characteristics in terms of size and recent sales volume.
They reflect the fact that each Vanguard Fund can benefit from
sales of its own shares in two ways: (1) assuming it has
reached at least the first breakpoint in its advisory fee schedule,
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the errective advisory ree rate will be reduced, and (2)
its own rixed expenses are spread over a larger asset base.
In addition, the expense ratio ror each Fund is reduced by
sales or shares or any or the Funds in the complex, including
any new Funds which may be added to the complex, since the
complex has certain relatively rixed expenses which are shared
by the Funds on an asset-related basis. By way or example,
the Wellington Fund cost-benefit analysis shows that ir Wellington
"invested" $400, 000 in distribution expenditures in one year
but no Wellington shares were sold, it could still realize a
positive annual return on .the investment over a ten-year period
if share sales or the other Funds in the complex reached a

57 1
level somewhere between $100 million and $150 million.-- At
the $150 million level, that return would be 5.1%. The complex-
wide analysis shows annualized returns on a $1 million investment
in distribution expenses at various annual sales levels, ranging
from a negative return up to a sales level between $25 million
and $50 million to a return or over 79% at a $250 million
sales level. At the $100 million sales level, which is close
to actual aggregate sales for 1977, .the.a.nnual.return.on.inves-tment.wasshown
561 'Ibisbenefit is of course not available to Fll'stIndex which has no

investment adviser.
571 '!be calculations renect only changes in assets resulting from sales

volune and an assumed redenptian rate of 10% per year with respect to
new assets; they do not take into account; asset changes attributable
to portrolio per-romance,
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as 25.1%. en the basis of the nore recent higher sales level, that return
would be considerablylarger.

The Division and Silberman raise various questions con-
cerning some of the premises underlying and figures reflected
in the applicants' analyses. While conceding that a return-on-investrent
analysis is useful in conceptualizing how each Fund can benefit
from growth of its own assets and from growth of the total
complex assets, the Division claims that in those analyses the
benefits are significantly overstated. Among other things, it
asserts that certain types of sales, such as most of those
made to existing shareholders, are not properly attributable to
promotional expenditures; that certain expenses which rise to
some extent with sales are treated as 100% fixed; and that the
assumed redemption rate is lower than that reasonably
expectable.

Applicants defend the reasonableness of the analyses.
Their main arguments, however, are that those analyses are
necessarily based on a number of assumptions each of which is
debat~ble; do support the general proposition that at reasonable
sales VOlumes, substantial returns on distribution investments
may be realized; and in any event were at most a subsidiary
factor in the directors' evaluation of benefits from the dis-
tribution restructuring.

On balance, it appears to me that, as applicants acknowledge,
the precision which the analyses convey is not warranted, but
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that they do give a rough indication or benerits which are

obtainable through share sales attributable at least in

substantial part to promotional expenditures. Moreover, since

the analyses ror the individual Funds rest on the same

assumptions, they appear to arrord a valid basis ror comparing

relative benefits.

Unrairness or Proposed (Existing) Allocation System

On their race, the racts that Wellington Fund is to

pay (and is paying) roughly 40% of Vanguard distribution

expenses while at the same time sales or its shares were

expected to amount to less than 2% or complex sales and only

a minuscule portion of the promotional expenditures are being'

used to promote its shares raise serious qu~stions of rairness .

.While each Fund in the complex derives some benerit from

sales of shares of its sister Funds, an individual Fund can

benefit far more, in terms or expense ratio reduction, rrom

sales of its own shares. Thus, for example, Warwick Municipal

Bond Fu~d, a type of fund currently favored by investors, has

been heaviiy promoted since internalized distribution began

in October 1977, with very favorable results. Because it is

still in its infancy and relatively smal~Warwick's con-

tribution to the distribution budget has been and for at least

--

~~
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a nIDTJberor years will be far smaller than Wellington's. No cost-

benefit analysis ror Warwick was submitted. It is clear, however,
that for the foreseeable future Warwick will benefit from the
joint distribution arrangement to a far greater extent than
Wellington. While applicants point out that the mutual fund
industry is characterized by great fluctuations in sales volume
of particular types of funds, they acknowledge that there are
no indications that balanced funds such as Wellington, which
have not sold well for a number or years, will regain popular
favor in the near ruture.

Consideration or the cost-benefit analyses for Wellington
and the other two individual Funds, Wellesl~y Income Fund _

and Westminster Bond Fund, also demonstrates the great disparity
in benerits obtainable by. the various Funds. The latter two
Funds, both far smaller than Wellington, have had recent sales
exceeding those of Wellington, but nowhere near the spectacular
level or Warwick. The cost-benefit calculations for Wellesley
and Westmlnste~ were based on distribution investments of
$75,oqo and $25,000, respectively, reflecting approximately
.05% of their net assets. Using the Vanguard staff's sales
projections for the first year under no-load distribution of

581 According to rigures recently submitted by applicants, Wellington's net
assets at the end of June 1978 were $672 million, Warwick's $46 million.
During the nine rronthssince internalized distribution began in October
1977, sales (excIudfng reinvested dividends) totalled $1.3 million for
Wellington, $58.8 million for Warwick.
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$2 million for Wellington, $1 million for Wellesley, $8 million
for Westminster and $110 million for the Vanguard Funds in
the aggregate, the approximate annual rate of return would be
over 15% for Wellesley and over 50% for Westminster but

.5!1/about 0% for Wellington. Recent sales figures show' that
complex sales volume is surpassing projections by a substantial
margin, with the consequence that, under the cost-benefit
analysis, Wellington's rate of return would be considerably
higher. But since Wellington's own sales volume is running
slightly below the projected level, the disparities between its
rate of return and that of various other Funds would only be
increased.

What, then, is applicants' defense of a system which,
on its face,appears to justify Silberman's characterization
that Wellington Fund is being used as a "deep pocket" to finance
the newer and smaller Funds' distribution expenses? On a broad
level, it is applicants' position, as spelled out above, that
the internalized distribution arrangements must be viewed as
a whole and as providing continuing benefits for each Fund
largely in terms of enhanced independence and expense savings.

59/ The Division points out that the cost=benef'Lt calculationsindicate
_. that annual returns would be vastly unequal, among the participantsin

the joint distributionanrangerrent.s even if identicalsales totals are
assumed.
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The analysis to which these asserted benefits have been subjected
indicates that they have been overstated~ particularly the
savings attributable to the internalization of distribution. And
in any event, those benefits are shared by all of the Funds in
roughly equal measure. Moreover~ as WMCpoints but~ any considera-
tion of savings must at the same-time take into account the fact
that internalization also carries with it certain risks, including
the risk of higher expense ratios if assets should decline. This
risk derives from the fact that internalization, while reducing
management fees paid as a percentage of net assets, converts these
variable expenses into the fixed (or relatively fixed) costs of
supporting the internal distribution effort.

With reference more specifically to the joint distri-
bution arrangements, applicants point out that the mutual fund
complex~ rather than the individual fund, is the normal
"operating unit" today, in part because constituent companies can
benefit from economies of scale resulting from joint performance
of various functions. In addition, each member company can
reali~e reduced expense ratios as complex assets grow. Wellington
provides a dramatic illustration of this characteristic. In
1970, when it had average net assets of $1.38 billion, Wellington's
expense ratio was .47%. In 1976, even though its
net assets had been reduced to about $800 million, its expense
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ratio (adjusted to reflect the internalized distribution
arrangements) was almost unchanged~ undoubtedly due in large
part to the growth of the complex through the formation of
new Funds and the asset growth of these and the already
existing Funds (other than Wellington).

Silbernan takes a sharply different view of the relatiooship between
Wellington aild its :sisterfund.~. In his view, Wellington has been tamed, not
helped, by the creation and pronotacn of those funds, which he asserts are in

competition with Wellington. In fact, he attributes Wellington's
asset shrinkage to such· competition. Silberman asserts that
Wellington's contribution .to the joint distribution budget
would be (and is) counter-productive, by subsidizing more . 1IIl
competition against Wellington. He points out, in this connection,
that Wellingtans own shareholder list and most of its contribution
to the distributio~ budget are being used to promote and
solicit sales of shares of other funds. However, the argu-
ment that the other funds compete with Wellington for investors'

60/
money is not established by the record.-- On the contrary,
there is simply no basis for contending that, for example,
Warwick, a municipal bond fund on which Marketing's promotional

60/ 'lbatthe Court in Taussig v. Wellington Ftmd, Inc,, 187 F. Supp. 179
(D.~l., 1960), aff'd. 313 F.2d 472 (C.A. 3, 1963), found that Windsor
Fund (then Wellington Equity Fund), although having different invest-
DEnt objectives than Wellington, conpeted with it "at least to a limited
extent~'··(187 F. Supp. at 204) is not determinative of the current
situation. -
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efforts have been concentrated, competes with Wellington. The
decline in popularity of balanced funds such as Wellington is
well documented in the record. It would of course be a cause
for concern if persons about to invest in Wellington, whether
or not they were already Wellington shareholders: were being
encouraged to invest in other Vanguard Funds, or if Wellington
shareholders were being urged to exchange their Wellington
shares for shares in another Fund. But the record does not
show that such practices are being followed. Merely urging such
shareholders to invest in other Vanguard Funds, when the
alternative may be no investment in any Vanguard Fund, is a
different matter entirely.

The next strand of applicants' argument in support of
the proposed internalized distribution system is that distri-
bution is a collective function for a fund group and can
best be performed jointly. In part, this is said to be so
because economies are realized by joint performance of distri-
bution services, just as by joint performance of administrative
services, and because each fund can benefit from growth of the
group's assets. Reference is also made to the considerable
volatility in sales results achieved by a fund group and by each
participating fund. In light of that fact, it is argued,
joint sharing of distribution expenses is essential if a
fund group is to have the opportunity to grow in the face of
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changing conditions~ develop some consistency of cash inflow

and build assets. Although these arguments are not wholly

convincing~ I am persuaded that under suitable safeguards the

joint sharing of distribution expenses of a complex may well be

appropriate and that it may be appropriate for assets'of one

fund to finance the distribution of another fund's (including

a new fund's) shares to some extent.

That still leaves the necessary justification for the

asset allocation method~ however. Aside from the argument

that each Fund is charged the same percentage of assets -- an
argument which looks at only one side of the cost-benefit

equation and the arguments, previously discussed, regarding1lll
increased independence and alleged savings for each Fund~ appli-

cants present certain additional justifications. They assert

that no Fund's participation can be deemed more or less advantageous

than any other's, since the largest Funds, which pay the largest

share of the distribution costs, are also in a position to

receive the largest dollar savings from the jOint distribution

effort. The argument is weak since it is percentage of savings

and not dollar savings which is the significant statistic.

Applicants further claim that there is no feasible alternative

allocation system. To base the assessment on sales volume, the

most obvious alternative~ would lead, according to applicants~

to totally impracticable charges against any Funds which generate
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large sales volume in relation to assets and would make it
practically impossible to introduce new funds. Bogle testified
that allocation on a sales basis would reduce the income of
such funds to a point where their shares would not be saleable,
or would even eliminate income, and would in addition violate
state expense ratio limitations. Allocation based on actual
expenditures for each Fund would, according to applicants,be
similarly flawed. The claim that no feasible alternative exists
will be examined below in considering the alternative which
the Division believes is both feasible and fair. In any event,
however, if the only system which applicants deem workable
leads to unfair results, approval could not be granted.

Applicants present a further argument, to the effect
that the asset allocation system is consistent with industry
practice and with the situation that existed when WMC was the
distributor, in that a large part of the resources expended for
distribution and the creation of new Funds was derived from
asset-related advisory fees. ThUS, they assert, the proposed
arrangement merely makes explicit (with the attendant benefits
of full disclosure) what was previously implicit. My prior
comments indicate that the record supports the argument's
factual underpinning. And it is clear that in effect revenues
obtained by WMC from the larger Funds were used to pay for the
distribution of the new and smaller Funds' shares. But it does
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not follow that a practice which has not received express
Commission sanction~ involving advisory fees which presumably
met standards of reasonableness~ provides a basis for express
approval under a wholly different structure.

It follows from what has been said that the proposed
system for allocating distribution expenditures~ which
assumes an essential equivalence of benefits to each

of the Funds and their shareholders~ is not consistent with
the standards of Rule 17d-l.

The Division's Alternative Proposal
As noted~ the Division takes the position that the

application should be approved only if anended or conditionedto provlde'
a different allocation system which would apportion tre costs of dis-
tribution so as to recognize differences in benefits received.
Pointing out that each Vanguard Fund will benefit in part as
its shares are sold and in part as shares of other Funds in
the complex are sold, the Division proposes an allocation
system which it believes gives recognition to this fact and

60/
which it deems both workable and fair.--

The proposed alternative system would operate in the
following manner: Half of the total distribution budget would

61/ The Division states that it believes other formulationsmight be devised
which would yield cost allocationswithin the range of f'airness.
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be allocated on the basis of relative net assets. The other
half would be allocated on the basis of relative sales volume
in the most recent 12-month period. Computations would be
made, as now,at the end of each quarter. The Division states
that the use of a one-year period would tend to obviate unusual
quarterly sales fluctuations. And the use of a moving period
would mean, according to the Division, that a new Fund could
be introduced without having to bear high distribution expenses
in its first ~arof operation. As to an existing Fund such as
Wellington, which bas not sold well in the past and is not

- expected to sell well in the foreseeable future, its burden
would be substantially reduced. The Division calculated that,
assuming Wellingto~ share sales totalled $5 million in a year
in which the other funds sold $155 million and Wellington's
assets constituted 40% of complex assets, Wellington's share
of the distribution expenditures would be about $520~000 under
applicants' proposal and about $280~000 under the Division's

62/
proposal.-

. Applicants contend that the Division's proposed formula
is mechanistic, conceptually deficient and unworkable. Among

62/ '!he Divisicn's proposal would mike an exception for Whitehall r.tmey
.MarketTrust which experdences both inordinate sales and redenptions~
by assessing distributionexpendituresagainst it solely on a relative
net asset basis.
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other claimed flaws, they point to the following:

1. A two-year table presented by the Division to show
that under its rormula an attractive new fund accounting ror
fully half of the complex's total sales could reasibly be
introduced incorrectly assumes a redemption rate or 0% and
presents distribution charges on a quarterly rather than an
annual basis. As modiried to reflect a 10% annual redemption
rate and distribution expenses on an annualized basis, the
table would show such expenses as 0.40% or net assets by the
middle of the second year and still in excess of 0.25% by the
end or that year.

2. The Division's rormula would only modestly reduce
the costs of Wellington Fund, whose expense ratio has already
been reduced to one or the lowest in the industry, but would
increase massively the costs of those Funds which have small
assets and large sales. In addition, that formula would make
it almost impossible for prospective investors to rely on a
relatively stable expense ratio and a commensurat:ely stable
rate of income and would periodically place one or more of the
Vanguard Funds in violation of state expense ratio limitations.
Accordingly, applicants claim, the formula, like one based on
sales volume only, is unworkable as a business matter.

3. Most importantly, it is claimed, the Division's
formula, unlike applicants' proposal which permits variations
to be made, is rigid, precluding appropriate modification by

--
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the independent directors in light of changing circumstances.
In a aq>plemental brief, the independent directors agree

with applicants that the Division'sformula is not commercially
workable. Stating that they have explored and will continue
to explore possible alternatives to the asset allocation method,
they attach a possible formula based to some extent on sales
which "appears to be workable." Basically, however, they
oppose imposition by the Commission of any "rigid formula,"
on the ground that it would remove an important element of
informed business judgment from their discretion and would
limit their flexibility in dealing with new fact situations
as they develop.

I have previously commented on the plea that the
Commission should not restrict the flexibility and discretion
of the Funds' management, noting that in my opinion the plea
is misplaced in its implication that the proposal now before
the Commission is not so restricted. Obviously, the particular
method for allocating distribution expenses is a ~ritical
factor in determining whether the proposed internalization of
distribution meets the standards of Section l7(d) and Rule
l7d-l. The only method for which Commission approval is
sought is an asset-based allocation system (with specified
exceptions for Gemini and First Index). If approval were granted,
that method could not be changed without further Commission
approval.
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I am not prepared, on the other hand, to hold that

applicants must adopt the Division's proposed alternative

formula as a condition to approval of the application. Unfortunately,
that fonnula was put forward for the first time in the Division's brief,
filed in stage two of a three-stage briefing process. It appears to pro-
duce more equitable results. But absent the testimonial exploration
and full briefing which could have been obtained had it
been offered in the course of the hearings, the record does
not provide an adequate basis for determining whether the
formula is or is not fair and feasible. In any event, how-
ever, it would be inappropriate to impose on applicants and
their independent directors an allocation method which they

deem both unfair and unworkable.
As a consequence of the above findings, it follows that

in its present form the application for relief under Section 17(d) and Rule
17d-1 must be denied. However, that does not mean that the Vanguard Group
must promptly return to an external distribution system, even assuming such
a step could be taken promptly. Although the present allocation
method has been found to be unfair, particularly to Wellington
Fund, the harm is mitigated by the current high level of
complex-wide sales. Under all the circumstances, it seems
preferable to permit applicants to continue for a brief period
with the present method of operation and to afford them a

~
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reasonable opportunity to amend the application. Such amendment
could be in the form of a revised method for allocating dis-
tribution expenditures overcoming the defects in the presently
proposed method. Alternatively, if, consistent with Silberman's
suggestions, the Funds' management were restructured so as to
provide independent representation for each of the Funds and
thereby obviate the conflict of interest previously discussed,
a basis would exist for reserving to the applicants a far greater
measure of flexibility in determining the allocation method
and adjusting it ~rom time to time than is otherwise warranted.-- Amendment of the application in either of the above
directions would presumably necessitate some supplemental hearings.

Rejection of the application in its present form should
not be taken as criticism of the independent directors' effort
to move the Vanguard Funds toward an improved structure. Rather,
it reflects the complexities involved in allocating distribution
expenditures fairly among a group of funds with widely disparate
characteristics in terms of size and saleability.

Other Conditions Proposed by Division
The Division proposes the imposition of two further

63/
conditions in any order granting the application.- One

63/ While I have concludedthat the applicationDUlStbe denied, my decision
- includes findings on the remaining issues, in contenplatlonof the possi-

bllity of applicants' filing appropriateanendnent.sor>the Corrmission's
"reachinga different conclusionon review.
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would limit promotional expenditures by applicants to .10%
of aggregate net assets, the other would impose on the
directors of each Fund a duty of continued evaluation and
review with respect to the amount of the Fund's ongoing payments
for distribution expenses and benefits received by it from
its participation in the joint distribution arrangement.

1. The .10% limitation on promotional expenditures is
sought on the basis of the uncertainty of the effect of pro-
motional efforts on sales and the large amount of money that
would be at risk if such expenditures reached the level of
.20%, the ceiling which applicants proposed. Applicants oppose
the Division's proposal. They note that they have represented
that they do not expect to spend more than .10%,but they point
out that there may be circumstances in the future when, possibly
for only a brief period, expenditures in excess of that per-
centage would be'in the best interests of all the Funds.
Applicants further stress that competing funds with external
distribution are not subject to any such limitations and that
various business factors impose practical restraints on the
amount of the Vanguard Funds' distribution expenditures.

Assuming submission and approval of an amended appli-
cation, including imposition of a condition (as proposed by
applicants) requiring the filing of annual distribution reports,
which will permit distribution expenditures to be monitored,
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I am persuaded that the objections raised by applicants outweigh
the concerns cited by the Division, and that the proposed con-
dition need not be imposed.

2. The other proposed condition, pertaining to directorial
,

evaluation and review or each Fund's continued participation
in the distribution arrangement, _is occasioned" by the Division"'s
concern that a duty on the part or directors to assure themselves
that each Fund will benerit surficiently to warrant its continued
participation in that arrangement is not expressly imposed by
Section 15 of the :Actand may not be wholly certain under Section

-- 36(a). Applicants state that the directors recognize that
they have a riduciary duty to each Fund, derived rrom state and
common law and possibly from Section 1(b)(2) or the Act, to

)

provide a continuing review or the Fund's participation in the
distribution arrangement. While they urge that there is no
need to make this duty an express condition of approval of
the application, they object strongly only to any statement or
indication that, as claimed by the Division, such duty is
cre~t~d by Section 36(a) of the Act. The dirferences between
the parties on this issue are thus or a minimal nature. And
there is no need for present purposes to determine the precise
source of the acknowledged fiduciary duty. Imposition of the
requested condition -(without any reference to Section 36(a»
appears appropriate as a means of additional protection ror the
Funds' shareholders:
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Exemptions from Sections 2(a)(35) and 22(c) and Related Rules;
Fairness to Shareholders Who Paid Sales Load

Applicants state that it has been asserted that Sections
2(a)(35) and 22(c) of the Act, and Rules 2a-4 and 22c-1
thereunder, alone or in combination, might be interpreted to
prohibit the proposed distribution arrangements. These provisions
deal generally with the price at which shares of mutual funds
may be sold to or redeemed from investors. Applicants state
that they do not believe that such provisions would be vio-
lated by those arrangements. With a view to resolving any
doubt on the matter, however, they request, pursuant to Section
6(c) (the Act's catchall exemptive provision), that, if necessa,ry,~
the Funds be exempted from those provisions. ~

The Division, the b6dy that has in the past suggested
the interpretations giving rise to the questions raised here,
acknowledges that those interpretations, and in particular the
treatment of distribution expenditures such as those proposed

64/
here as "sales loadS," are not clear under the Act.- In any
event, however, the Division concludes that it would be appropriate
under Section '6(c)"s standards to grant the requested exemption.
I see no reason to disagree.

A recentconmentator .concludesthat the view that distributioncharges
constitutesales loads under the Act is ''highly questionable."Freeman,
'!he Use of Mutual FtiridAssets td ·PayMarket:trtgCOsts, 9 Loy. Chi. L.J.
533, 545 (1978). .
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A related, and more serious, question is involved in

the argument made by Silberman that the assessment of distri-
bution charges against Wellington (as well as that against
other Funds which were load funds prior to February 9, 1977)
is unfair to those shareholders who paid a sales load when they
purchased their shares. The briefs filed by applicants, the
independent directors and the Division do not adequately come
to grips with this argument. That the issue presented has
substance is confirmed by the manner in which the Commission
addressed it in it's recent release on the use of mutual fund
assets to finance distribution. The Commission there stated,
in part, that

", • • it mus~ be recognized that, in some cases, the use of
fund assets to pay distribution expenses might be in the
interest of one group of investors, but contrary to the interest
of another group of investors. Specifically,exist:1ngshare-
holders would in effect be asked to pay further amomts for
distribution and, to the extent that they did not invest in
additicna.lshares of the fund, they would not enjoy any direct
benefit from the reduction or el:1minationof the sales load.
It might be feasible to avoid any such mfairness to existing
sha.relx>ldersby providing that a mutual fund whose shares have
previously been sold with a sales load may bear distribution

, expenses onlY if such expenses are not charged against shares
which were purchased during that prior tine."..65/
The Commission solicited comment on the feasibility of

the above suggestion, as well as on possible alternatives.

65/ Investment Company Act Release No. 10252 (May 23, 1978),
14 SEC Docket 1203, 1207-8.
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If the Commission ultimately adopts a-rule on the subject
of mutual fund distribution, such rule may be dispositive of
the question under consideration (as well as of other aspects

66/
of applicants' proposal). Pending such development, it
appears to me that the method suggested in the ~ommission's
release has the serious drawback of introducing significant com-
plexities into fund accounting and disclosure and, in the case
of the Vanguard Funds, further compiicatlng-any system-of
allocating distribution expenses among the various funds. No other
feasible method for resolving this element of possible unfairness
is apparent. However, if fairness in the allocation method
can be achieved, the overall benefits of the internalized dis-
tribution system muld be sufficient, in my opinion, to outweigh
the disparity in impact upon different groups of investors.

May the Vanguard Funds Characterize Themselves as "No-Load"?
As hoted previously, one of the conditions imposed in

the Commission's temporary exemption order was that once di-strioution
expenditures were internalized, no Vanguard Fund could refer
to itself as "no-load" until such time as the Commission, by
an action of general applicability, defined on what basis mutual
funds bearing distribution expenses out of fund assets may

66/ Applicants expressly agreed tha.tany order grant lng the relief they
- request would be subject to preemption by any such rule.
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refer to themselves as "no-load." One of the issues to be
considered at the hearing was whether it was appropriate for
the Vanguard Funds to characterize themselyes as "no-load,"
and whether any final order granting the requested exemptions
should include conditions prohibiting such characterization
or subjecting the Funds to other disclosure requirements if
such a phrase were used.

In its recent release on the use of mutual fund assets
to finance distribution, the Commission stated that "at the
present time" it was of the opinion that the term "no-load"
or equivalent terminology should not be used to characterize a
fund whose shares are sold without a sales load at the time
of purchase but wh~ch uses assets to pay for distribution. Such
a fund, the Commission said, might state that it charges no
sales commission, but would have to make clear that shareholders
will pay for distribution by means of charges against assets.
Noting the condition it imposed in its temporary order with
respect to applicants, the Commission stated that it would give
further consideration to the issue in connection with the

66/
instant application.--

The Division urges that any order issued herein include
as a condition a prohibition against applicants' use of the
term "no-load." This position is urged on the grounds that

66/ Investnent Conpany Act Release No. 10252 (May 23, 1978), 14 SEC Docket
-- 1203, 1208-9.
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(1) the definition of "sales load" in Section 2(a)(35) of the Act

may include, "at least by its intent," the distribution charges
proposed by applicants, and (2) the term "no-load" may have
a special significance in the market place, so that its use here
could be misleading. The Divimonhas no objection, however,
to applicants' indicating in their sales material that there
is no "sales charge" at the time of purchase, as long as they
also indicate that distribution charges are assessed against
Fund assets and describe such charges in the Funds' prospectuses.
That is, in essence, the form which applicants' advertising
materials and prospectuse~ have followed since internalized
distribution commenced in October 1977.

Applicants, opposing the Division's position, point out
that the term "no-load" is not defined in the Act and assert
that it is simply.a descriptive term used in the marketing of
mutual fund shares to indicate that there is no "front-end"
deduction. Applicants further assert that there is no valid
distinction between "traditional" no-load funds and the Vanguard
Funds, since in both cases the monies used to support the dis-
tribution effort are derived from shareholders. The sole
difference, it is claimed, is that in the Vanguard situation
the distribution expenditures are undertaken directly and are
fully disclosed, rather than filtered through the investment
adviser as "profits." Further, applicants contend that no
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showing has been made that investors would be misled if the
Funds used the "no-load" designation.

As applicants point out, the Act does not define the
term "no-load." While it may be true that the Vanguard internalized

structure is as deserving of that characterization as those funds with
external distributors which are now designated "no-load" funds, the fact
renatns that there is a structural distinction. In light of the views expressed
by the Commission and the possibility that extension of the
"no-load"'de~ignation to a type of structure for which it has
apparently never been used could well be misleading to investors,

, the position urged by: the Division is the better one at this
time.

Exemption.of Indep~ndent Directors From "Interested Person"
Definition

As noted, the Funds' independent directors are also directors of
Marketing, which is principal underwriter for the continuously offered

Funds and a registered broker-dealer. By virtue of the
Act's definitions of "interested oerson" in Sp.ction 2(a)(19)
and "a,ffiliated person" in Section 2(a) (3). each of those
directors is an interested person of Marketing and of each
Fund ; Applicants seek an order , pursuant to Section 6 (c),
exempting present and future directors who would otherwise be considered

independent. from Section 2(a)(19)'s definition of "interested
_ person" to the extent that status arises solely from their

~elationship to Marketing. Absent such exemption, applicants
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would be unable to comply with Sections lO(a) and (b) and 15
of the Act. Those provisions require, in substance and as
pertinent here, that the board of a fund be comp~sed of a
specified percentage of directors who are not interested persons
of the fund or its principal underwriter, and that
a principal underwriting contract be approved by a majority
of directors who are not interested persons of the
underwriter. -

The Division favors the grant of the requested exemption,
while Silberman urges denial on the ground of conflict of
interests. It does not appear, however, that the directors'
affiliation with Marketing, the Funds' wholly-owned subsidia~y,
adds anything to the conflicts, discussed previously, arising
from "theirservice on the boards of all of the Funds • They
have no interest in Marketing which could conflict with their
responsibilities as directors of the Funds. Accordingly, it
is appropriate to grant the exemption.

Exemption from Section17(a) for Adniissionof New Fu:ndsto
Vanguard Group

Pursuant to Section 17(b) of the Act, applicants seek
an exemption from Section 17(a) to the extent if would otherwise
preclude any new funds organized by Vanguard from participating
in its ownership and would preclude other pe~iodic adjustments
of Vanguard's ownership among the Funds in accordance with the
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terms of the Funds Service Agreement. The Division favors the
grant of this exemption. No one opposes it. Assuming appro-
priate amendment of the application as discussed above, it
would be consistent with the standards of Section l7(b) to
grant the exemption.

May Distribution be Internalized Without Internalization of
Investment Advisory Services?

An issue specified for consideration at the hearing was
whether it was appropriate for the Vanguard Funds to internalize
their distribution services without also internalizing their
investment advisory services. No party or participant now urges
that permission for internalization of distribution be contingent
upon simultaneous internalization of the advisory function.
Applicants strongly urge that this is an·area of business judgment
which should be.Let't to the determination of the Funds' boards
of directors.The Divisionsuggestscertainconcernsresultingfrom separa....·
tion of responsibility for the two functions, but finds them
not persuasive. I concur in its conclusion that since the
potential benefits of internalizing distribution are not signi-
ficantly affected by whether investment advice is provided
externally or internally, there is no compelling reason to require
the two functions to be internalized in tandem, and that
the determination of whether the Funds would ben~fit from
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internalization of the advisory function should be left to the

67/
directors.-

68/
On the basis of the above findings and conclusions,-

IV. Order

IT IS ORDEREDthat the application pursuant to Section 17(d)

of the Act and Rule 17d-l thereunder is hereby denied,

provided, however, that, in order to provide applicants with

a reasonable opportunity to amend the application in accordance

with the findings herein, the effectiveness of the

Commission's interim and temporary order of exemption, including

Applicants ,recentlY ca.lled to. mY attention the fact that by lett, er "~.:
dated October20, 1978, they had filed the annual financial report ,
on their distribution activities required by the Conmission'stenpor
exenption order of September13) 1977, and they stated that they ~
had no objection to the report .betngmadepart, of· the record herein.
Silbernan thereupon advised that he did so object. The Division stated
that ,if I chose to rule on the question whether the report should
be treated as part of the record, it wouldlike an opportunity to
present -its views opposingadmissionof the report. It went on, however,
to express those views in surnrmryform.

By order issued on September7, 1978, I dealt with essentially the
sane question, relating at that tinE to an earlier submissionof
post-hearing infonnation by applicants. For reasons there expressed
at length, I ruled that newmatters of a factual nature wouldbe
madepart of the record, but that I woulddrawno inferences from
those facts except whereonly a single inference was compelled.
My ruling on the latest material is the sane. However,the new
facts do not materially affect the findings madein this decision.

68/ All proposed findings and conclusions and contentions' have been
considered. Theyare accepted to the extent they are consistent
with this decision.

" 
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all conditions imposed therein, is hereby extended to February

69/
A further appropriate order will be entered on1, 1979.

or before that date.
This order shall become effective in accordance with

and subject to the provisions of Rule 17(f) of the Commission's
Rules of Practice.

Pursuant to that rule, this initial decision shall
become the final decision of the Commission as to each party
or participant which has not filed a petition for review pur-
suant to Rule 17 (b) within fifteen days after service of the

'

initial decision upon it, unless the Commission, pursuant to
Rule 17(c), determines on its own initiative to review this
initial decision as to it. If a party or participant timely

I

files a petition for review, or the Commission takes action to
review as to a party or participant, the initial decision shall
not become final with respect to that party or participant.

Max O. ReiiriSteiner
Administrative Law Judge

Washington, D.C.
November 29, 1978

_ 69/ Because tIE requested exenptians pursuant to Sections 6(c) and 17(b) of
the Act have no significance.absent approval of the application under
Section 17(d) and Rule 17d-l, the order does not encompass those exenptions.


